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Introduction
Protein kinases constitute one of the largest protein families
in humans.1,2 The kinase enzymes in this family catalyze
phosphorylation of serine, threonine, or tyrosine residues,
regulate the majority of signal transduction pathways in cells,
and thus play an important role in cell growth, metabolism,
differentiation, and apoptosis. Deregulation of protein kinases
is implicated in a number of diseases including cancer, diabetes,
and inflammation. Targeted inhibition of protein kinases has
thereby become an attractive therapeutic strategy in the treatment
of relevant diseases.3-7
All kinase enzymes share a catalytic domain that contains a
cleft where adenosine triphosphate (ATPa) binds. This catalytic
cleft is a major focus of small-molecule drug design for protein
kinases. Breakthrough advances over the past decade have so
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far resulted in several small-molecule kinase inhibitors approved
for clinical use by U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA).
These kinase drugs include imatinib mesylate (STI571, 1)8,9
(Novartis, 2001), gefitinib (ZD1839, 2)10 (AstraZeneca, 2003),
erlotinib (OSI 774, 3)11 (Genentech and OSIP, 2004), sorafenib
tosylate (Bay 43-9006, 4)12 (Bayer and Onyx, 2005), sunitinib
malate (SU11248, 5)13 (Pfizer, 2006), and dasatinib (BMS354825, 6)14 (Bristol-Myers Squibb, 2006). Their structural
formulas are given in Figure 1. The successes of these drugs in
specific patient populations have stimulated enthusiasm for
investment in the field. Currently, it is estimated that approximately one-third of drug discovery programs target protein
kinases.5 Despite the substantial achievements in protein kinase
drug discovery, design of potent inhibitors with high degrees
of selectivity during lead optimization remains a major challenge. Many kinase inhibitors have failed in preclinical or
clinical development because of the lack of such selectivity that
induces intolerable side effects, mostly because the catalytic
cleft is highly conserved in sequence and conformation.4,5,15-18
Systematic analysis of the crystal structures of protein kinases
can offer insight into the design of highly selective kinase
inhibitors to overcome these effects.
Some 50 unique crystal structures of protein kinase catalytic
domains have been published in the Protein Data Bank19-22 since
the first X-ray structure of a kinase domain was determined for
cAMP-dependent kinase (PKA) in 1991.23 To address the issue
of how to design highly potent and selective kinase inhibitors,
this review provides detailed structural analysis, focusing on
important protein kinase targets and their relevant reversible
small-molecule inhibitors (Figure 1) with available and updated
structural information. This article first analyzes the catalytic
cleft and its binding pockets in active and inactive states. The
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Figure 1. Structural formulas of compounds 1-24.

modes in which high-affinity inhibitors bind to different
combinations of the pockets are systematically classified and
illustrated in Figures 14-20. Specificity determinants for the
binding pockets and molecular recognition of these specificities
critical for design of highly selective inhibitors are presented.
Binding Pockets in the Kinase Catalytic Cleft
The Catalytic Cleft. The catalytic domain of a protein kinase
comprises two lobes, an N-terminal lobe (N-lobe) and a larger
C-terminal lobe (C-lobe). The catalytic cleft is formed between
these two lobes. Here, the crystal structure of active cyclindependent kinase 2 (CDK2) (PDB code 1QMZ)24 is used. As
shown in Figure 2, the N-lobe consists of β strands predominantly, which form the ceiling of the cleft, and one R helix (RC).
The C-lobe is mainly R -helical. The two lobes are connected
with a linker including a hinge and a convex-shaped motif (E0
in Figure 2). The N-lobe contains a consensus glycine-rich loop

(G-loop) Gly-X-Gly-X-X-Gly. The highly flexible G-loop can
adopt various conformations, depending on the conformational
state of a protein kinase and the presence of a ligand. The G-loop
covers and anchors the nontransferable ATP phosphates. A
survey of all human kinase sequences has shown that only Gly,
Ala, or Ser occur at the first and third glycine positions (Gly11
and Gly16 in CDK2) in the G-loop (Gly11 is contained within
94% of protein kinases) and only Gly occurs at the second
position (Gly13 in CDK2).2 This indicates that replacement of
this glycine is not readily tolerated.
The catalytic cleft consists of two regions: the front cleft
and the back cleft. While the front cleft contains predominantly
the ATP-binding site, the back cleft comprises elements
important for regulation of kinase catalysis.25 These two regions
share a border formed by the β8 strand, the N-terminus of the
activation segment (A-segment) including the DFG motif,19 and
the β3 strand on the opposite side (Figure 2). A gate between
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Figure 3. Molecular surface representation of the binding pockets in
the front cleft (CDK2 complexed with ATP, PDB code 1QMZ). The
adenine, ribose, and phosphate pockets are colored green and denoted
A, R, and P, respectively. The K region is light-blue. The E0 and E1
regions are labeled.
Figure 2. Ribbon representation of the catalytic cleft in the CDK2
kinase domain (PDB code 1QMZ). Important structural elements are
labeled and colored. The N and the C lobes are connected with the
linker (purple) that contains the hinge (a β5 (pink) residue (Glu81)
included) and the E0 motif. The A-segment (blue) includes the DFG
motif, β9, the A-loop, and the P + 1 loop. The loop between RC and
β4 (yellow) on the back of the cleft is colored gray. Phe80 (gatekeeper)
in β5, Lys33 in β3, Glu51 in RC and Asp145 and Phe146 in the DFG
motif are labeled.

the front and the back clefts is formed by a gatekeeper residue
in β5 (Phe80 in CDK2) and a lysine in β3 (Lys33 in CDK2).
The access to the back cleft is controlled by the gatekeeper
residue:26-29 a small amino acid such as threonine or alanine at
this position allows the back cleft to be accessible; a bulky
gatekeeper including phenylalanine, leucine, or methionine
blocks the entry of a small molecule into the back cleft through
this internal gate. As another part of the gate the β3 lysine can
adopt various conformations in different protein kinase complexes.30 This lysine conserved in all kinase enzymes is
functionally important in kinase catalysis.2 In the active state,
the β3 lysine helps to anchor the R- and β-phosphates of ATP;
the lysine-ATP contact is stabilized by an ion pair formed
between this residue and the catalytic glutamate residue (Glu51
in Figure 2) located nearly at the center of RC.1
The A-segment in the C-lobe and RC in the N-lobe are two
key elements for regulation of the kinase enzymatic activity.25
The A-segment consists of the DFG motif, the activation loop
(A-loop), the P + 1 loop, and other secondary structural
elements (Figure 2).19 In a fully active state, the A-segment
adopts an open conformation so that the A-loop is positioned
away from the catalytic center, providing a platform for substrate
binding. An active protein kinase adopts only a DFG-in
conformation where the side chain of the DFG aspartate (Asp145
in CDK2) is directed into the ATP binding site and the aromatic
ring of the phenylalanine (Phe146 in CDK2) is positioned in
the back cleft. In the active DFG-in conformation, the aspartate
is required to chelate Mg2+ and helps to orient the γ-phosphate
for its transfer. The phenylalanine aromatic side chain in the
active DFG-in motif is in contact with RC.24 This contact in
many active kinases facilitates the formation of the aforementioned Lys-Glu ion pair for the kinase catalysis.25 A switch of
the A-segment between active and inactive states, frequently
coupled with RC, can significantly alter the cleft conformation.

In an inactive state of CDK2 as well as many other protein
kinases, for example, the antiparallel strands β6 and β9 in Figure
2 are disrupted.31 Importantly, while the DFG-in conformation
is required for the catalysis of an active protein kinase mentioned
above, this motif in inactive kinases can be DFG-in, DFG-out,
or DFG-out-like.32 In the DFG-out conformation, the Phe
aromatic ring is extended into the ATP-binding site and the Asp
side chain is positioned in the back cleft; the DFG backbone is
significantly shifted to the ATP-binding site. A DFG-out-like
motif positions the Phe and Asp side chains in a manner similar
to a DFG-out one. However, its main chain is relatively close
to RC compared to the DFG-out conformation, as discussed in
detail later in this section.
The kinase catalytic cleft consists of distinct binding pockets.
Although a pocket in different protein kinases can vary in
sequence and conformation, the positions in secondary structures
of pocket residues, which significantly contribute to proteinligand interactions if the pocket is accessible for ligand binding,
are highly conserved.32 Without loss of generality, the binding
pockets are elucidated using crystal structures of protein kinases
including CDK2,24 epidermal growth factor receptor
(EGFR),33,34 stem cell factor receptor (c-Kit)35 tyrosine kinases,
c-Abl (Abelson leukemia virus) tyrosine kinase,36,37 B-Raf,38
p38 mitogen-activated protein (MAP),39 and Aurora A40 serine/
threonine kinases in complex with their respective ligands whose
binding modes are described in detail in the next section.
Binding Pockets in the Front Cleft. The front cleft contains
mainly the ATP binding site and relatively small non-ATP
contact regions. As is well-documented in the literature,6,41,42
the ATP binding site comprises the adenine, ribose, and
phosphate binding pockets denoted A, R, and P in Figure 3,
respectively.
The adenine binding pocket is highly hydrophobic, providing
a major scaffold for ATP or inhibitor binding. The β1-β3 strands
each provide one hydrophobic residue (Ile10, Val18, and Ala31
in CDK2, respectively) in close contact with the adenine ring
from the N-lobe, whereas the loop between RC and β4, and β7
each contributes one from the opposite side of the adenine ring
(Val64 and Leu134 in CDK2). The pocket is rimmed with the
gatekeeper (Phe80 in CDK2) and the hinge (Glu81, Phe82, and
Leu83 in CDK2). The first and third hinge residues are the
hydrogen-bond (H-bond) providers for ATP binding shown in
Figure 4. In the CDK2-ATP complex discussed above,24 Glu81
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Figure 4. View of the binding pockets (A, R, P, K, E0, and E1
represented by the closed lines) in the CDK2 (with ATP) front cleft.
The hinge residues Glue 81, Phe 82, and Leu 83 are shown only with
the main chains. The three canonical H-bonds between the hinge and
ATP are depicted by the dashed lines. The internal gate is ∼5.2 Å
wide (between the Lys33 NZ atom and the Phe80 CZ atom). Asp145
and Phe146 in the DFG-in motif are labeled. The position of Asp 84
is also shown.

accepts a H-bond from the adenine N6 atom while Leu83
donates a H-bond from its main chain nitrogen to N1 in the
adenine ring and accepts a weak H-bond from the adenine C2
atom (Figure 4). Many potent small-molecule kinase inhibitors
bind in the adenine pocket with one or more hydrogen bonds
in a similar pattern.42
Although the adenine binding pocket is highly conserved in
the protein kinase family, some protein kinases have specific
features in this pocket. Important examples include most AGC
kinase subfamily members,21,43,44 casein kinase II (CK2),45-49
and the Pim-1 kinase.20 The AGC subfamily members including
PKA, protein kinase B (PKB), and Rho-associated coiled-coiled
containing protein kinase (ROCK) have a characteristic phenylalanine residue (Phe327 in PKA and Phe368 in ROCK) that
is positioned on a C-terminal chain, which folds back into the
N-lobe across the catalytic cleft seen in Figure 5 (PKA, PDB
code 1ATP44). This residue, with an aromatic ring shielding
one side of the adenine pocket, significantly contributes to the
protein-ATP contact, distinguishing the adenine pocket of the
AGC subfamily from others without a corresponding residue.
In CK2, a bulkier residue isoleucine (Val66 in CK2) occupies
the position of a smaller alanine (Ala31 in CDK2), which is
conserved in many ATP-specific protein kinases.2 This replacement and Met163 in CK2 for a leucine (Leu134 in CDK2) are
important for CK2 binding to either ATP or GTP as a
phosphodonor.45-49 In addition, Ile174 in CK2 occupies the
Ala144 position in β8 of CDK2. Together, the bulky side chains
of these residues make the CK2 adenine pocket smaller than
that in the majority of other protein kinases responsible for the
specific mode of emodin binding in CK2.45 Pim-1 is an
oncogene-encoded serine/threonine kinase. The third hinge
residue is a proline (Pro123), and hence, a highly conserved
H-bond provider at this position (Leu83 in CDK2) is removed.20
The ribose pocket consists of three hydrophobic residues
(Ile10, Val18, and Leu134 in CDK2) shared with the adenine
pocket, Gly11-Glu12 (backbone) in the G-loop, Asp86 and
Lys89 in the linker region, and Gln131 in the catalytic loop.
CDK2 numbering is used here and in the following discussion.
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Figure 5. Ribbon representation of PKA in complex with ATP (PDB
code 1ATP). Phe327, located on the C-terminal polypeptide chain (dark
blue) and which folds back into the N-lobe, shields the entrance side
of the adenine pocket.

This pocket is adjacent to a hydrophilic and solvent-exposed
entrance (E1 in Figure 3). The phosphate pocket covered by
the G-loop has Lys33, the residues Asp127, Lys129, and Asn132
in the catalytic loop, and the DFG aspartate. This pocket is
highly flexible, hydrophilic, and solvent-exposed particularly
in an active state and is thereby believed to be less important
in achieving high affinity for ligand binding.6,41 Nevertheless,
the phosphate pocket could be used to improve inhibitor
physicochemical properties and gain some selectivity in lead
optimization,41,50 especially for an inactive kinase target.51
E0 in Figures 3 and 4 is a region that is not used by ATP and
often serves as an entrance for ligand binding. This region is
frequently used to gain some selectivity in the design of protein
kinase inhibitors because of its diversity in sequence and
conformation.41,42 A relatively small region (K in Figures 3 and
4) is located in the deep front pocket. This region shares the
gatekeeper residue with the adenine pocket, shares the β3 lysine
and the DFG aspartate with the phosphate pocket, and contains
a residue immediately preceding the DFG motif (Ala144 in
CDK2). The K region is also used in kinase inhibitor design
discussed later.
Binding Pockets in the Back Cleft. The binding pockets in
the back cleft are non-ATP-contact. There exists a hydrophobic
binding pocket in the back cleft that adjoins the adenine pocket,
labeled BP-I in Figure 6. This pocket has often been used in
the design of inhibitors to gain selectivity for kinase targets with
a small-sized gatekeeper.52,53 In the crystal structure of an active
EGFR complexed with erlotinib (3) (PDB code 1M17),33 BP-I
contains Ala719 (Ala31 in CDK2), Lys721 (Lys33 in CDK2),
Met742 in RC (Leu55 in CDK2), the gatekeeper Thr766 (Phe80
in CDK2), and Leu764-Ile765 (Leu78-Val79 in CDK2) in
β5. The BP-I pocket in this complex accommodates the acetylene
group of the drug seen in Figure 6.
The second hydrophobic binding pocket in the back cleft is
denoted BP-II in Figure 7. In an inactive form of EGFR
complexed with lapatinib (7)54 (PDB code 1XKK),34 this pocket
consists of the RC residue Met742 (1M17 numbering), the
residues Cys751-Leu753 including the main chain of Arg752
(Val64-Leu66 in CDK2) in the loop between RC and β4, the
gatekeeper residue Thr766, Thr830 in β8, and the DFG motif.
As shown in Figure 7, BP-II is well recognized by the
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Figure 6. Molecular surface representation of BP-I in the active EGFR
kinase domain complexed with erlotinib (3) (PDB code 1M17). The
pocket is recognized by the acetylene group of 3.
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Figure 8. Superposition of the X-ray structures of the active (red)
and the inactive (green) EGFRs (PDB codes 1M17 and 1XKK). The
inactive RC shifts outward by ∼9.0 Å compared to the active one at
its N-terminus. In the inactive form, Glu738 (gray), is directed out of
the cleft, while its active counterpart (red) is positioned into the pocket.
The 3-fluorobenzyl group of lapatinib (7) binds in inactive BP-II (green)
(see Figure 7) but clashes with Glu738 and Met742 in the active pocket
(red).

Figure 7. Molecular surface representation of BP-II in the inactive
EGFR with lapatinib (7) (PDB code 1XKK). The 3-fluorobenzyl group
of 7 binds into the pocket.

3-fluorobenzyl group of the inhibitor. The inactive EGFR as
well as many other inactive protein kinases adopts a DFG-in
conformation with the aspartate deviating from its active site.
BP-II in this case is also referred to as the DFG-in pocket. BPII in the active EGFR comprises the same pocket residues
(except for Glu738, Figure 8) but is of smaller size. The RC
helix in the inactive EGFR-lapatinib complex is shifted outward
by ∼9.0 Å at its N-terminal end compared to the active structure,
enlarging the inactive DFG-in pocket with the catalytic glutamate
pointing out of the cleft (Figure 8).34 Nevertheless, the topological distribution of the accessible binding pockets in this inactive
DFG-in cleft is similar to the active one shown in Figure 9a.
A number of inactive protein kinases have a DFG-out
conformation. The BP-II pocket with this conformation is
denoted the DFG-out pocket in Figure 9b. The crystal structure
of the B-Raf and sorafenib (4) complex (PDB code 1UWH)38
shows that (Figure 10) the catalytic glutamate in RC (Glu500
in B-Raf) is inserted into the deep hydrophobic pocket and
accepts a H-bond with its carboxylate side chain from the amide

Figure 9. Topological distribution of the binding pockets in the
catalytic cleft with (a) a DFG-in conformation and (b) a DFG-out
conformation. The K region in (a) is merged into the DFG-out pocket
in (b).

nitrogen of the inhibitor, contributing significantly to the DFGout pocket. Another hydrogen bond forms between the carbonyl
oxygen of the urea group of the drug and the main chain nitrogen
of Asp593 in the DFG motif. The DFG-out pocket provides
another main binding scaffold different from the adenine pocket.
Similar hydrogen-bonding patterns have been observed in the
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Figure 10. Ribbon representation of B-Raf in complex with sorafenib
(4) (PDB code 1T46). In the DFG-out pocket, Glu500, accepts a H-bond
with its carboxylate oxygen from the amide nitrogen of the drug
molecule; the main chain nitrogen of Asp593 donates a H-bond to the
carbonyl oxygen of the urea group of the inhibitor. The second internal
gate in the cleft formed by Leu504 in RC and Asp593 in the DFG
motif is ∼7.8 Å wide, allowing the DFG-out pocket to be open to the
cleft basement (see Figure 12).

c-Abl-imatinib (1)36,37 and p38 MAP-doramapimod (8)39 complexes. Other protein kinases that have a similar DFG-out pocket
include the insulin receptor (IRK),55 c-Kit,35 vascular endothelial
growth factor receptor 2 (VEGFR2),56,57 and Fms-like tyrosine
kinase 3 (Flt3).58 IRK, c-Kit, Flt3, and other receptor protein
kinases share a similar mechanism of autoinhibition where a
juxtamembrane domain plays an important role in the formation
of the DFG-out conformation, while the inactive kinase
structures in many nonreceptor tyrosine kinases including c-Abl
are formed through Src homology domains SH2 and SH3. In
particular, a crystallographic study has indicated that binding
of the N-terminal myristoyl group into a deep hydrophobic
cavity at the C-lobe of c-Abl is important for the formation of
the autoinhibitory DFG-out conformation.59 Despite the different
autoinhibition mechanisms between c-Abl and c-Kit, the two
inactive structures share a remarkable commonality in the
catalytic cleft. As such, imatinib (1) is allowed to bind potently
into both c-Abl and c-Kit.35,60 Interestingly, while the DFG-out
conformation in the unphosphorylated IRK as well as c-Kit is
formed in the absence of ligand, the DFG-out conformations
in the c-Abl-imatinib (1), B-Raf-sorafenib (4), and p38 MAPdoramapimod (8) complexes appear to require ligand binding.
The DFG-out conformation significantly alters the accessibility and topological distribution of the binding pockets in
the cleft (see Figure 9b). In the crystal structure of the inactive
c-Kit complexed with imatinib (1) (PDB code 1T46),35 the
aromatic side chain and the main chain of the DFG phenylalanine are shifted ∼9.8 and ∼6.2 Å to the ATP binding site,
respectively, relative to their counterparts in the active conformation (PDB code 1PKG),61 as shown in Figure 11. Similar
conformational changes have been observed in other aforementioned protein kinase complexes. The back cleft with the DFGout conformation is thus significantly enlarged, opening a gate
to the basement in the C-lobe that contains the C-terminal end
of the RE helix and the N-terminus of the catalytic loop,
rendering the BP-III pocket in Figure 9b accessible for inbibitor
binding. In the B-Raf-sorafenib (4) complex, BP-III contains
Val503 in RC, Thr507 and Ile512 in the RC-β4 loop, Leu566
in RE, His573 in the catalytic loop, and Gly592 in β8; this pocket
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Figure 11. Conformational changes in the c-Kit binding cleft using
the superposition of the inactive (dark green, DFG-out) and active (red,
DFG-in) structures (PDB codes 1T46 and 1PKG). The backbone of
the DFG-out Phe811 (CR) shifts to the ATP-binding site by ∼6.2 Å
and the aromatic side chain (CG) of Phe811 by ∼9.8 Å relative to
their active counterparts. The inactive RC moves outward by ∼4.7 Å
at its N-terminus. The gate width is ∼7.8 Å (between the CG atom of
Leu 644 and the CB atom of Asp810). In addition, imatinib (1) clashes
with Phe811 (red) in the active DFG-in conformation.

Figure 12. Molecular surface representation of BP-II (green) and BPIII (blue) in B-Raf complexed with sorafenib (4). The trifluoromethyl
group of the drug molecule binds into the BP-III pocket.

accommodates the trifluoromethyl group of sorafenib (4) seen
in Figure 12. A partial hydrophobic pocket BP-IV (Figure 9b)
in the B-Raf complex consists of residues Val503, Leu566, and
His573, which are shared with BP-III, and I8e571-Ile572 and
Asp593 in the DFG motif. In the p38 MAP-doramapimod (8)
complex, BP-III is occupied by the trimethyl substituent on the
pyrazole ring, and a region (E2 in Figure 9b) located at the side
of RC is recognized by the tolyl group of the compound.
The crystal structure of Aurora A complexed with 9 (PDB
code 2C6E)22,40 reveals that the kinase enzyme adopts a DFGout-like conformation. The gate to the C-lobe basement is ∼5.0
Å wide in the Aurora complex and is relatively small compared
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Figure 13. Conformational changes in the Aurora A cleft from the
superposition of the inactive (dark green, DFG-out-like) complex with
compound 9 and the active (red) structure (PDB codes 2C6E and 1OL7).
Lys162 (dark green) in β3 in the DFG-out-like form is lifted by ∼1.6
Å compared to the active one. In this inactive structure, the internal
gate is ∼6.1 Å wide and blocks inhibitor binding into the back cleft
through this gate. Nevertheless, 9 enters the back cleft through passing
the border under the gate. Compound 9 clashes with Lys162 (red) in
the active state.

to those (∼7.8 Å) in the B-Raf and c-Kit DFG-out conformations seen in Figures 10 and 11. The C-lobe basement is
therefore inaccessible for inhibitor binding. The topological
distribution of the accessible binding pockets in this case is
similar to that in the DFG-in conformation. Superposition of
this Aurora complex22 and the active form62,63 indicates that
RC rotates around its long axis, shifting upward and outward.
Consequently, the ceiling of the N-lobe is lifted so that Lys162
in β3 moves upward by ∼1.6 Å away from its counterpart in
the active form shown in Figure 13. In addition, the phenylamino
group of the aminoquinazoline in the complex appears to repel
the side chain of Lys162 toward RC. Together, these conformational changes allow the inhibitor to penetrate into the back
cleft under, rather than through, the internal gate (6.1 Å in width)
with a bulky gatekeeper leucine (Leu210 in Aurora A) shown
in Figure 13.
In the X-ray structure37 of c-Abl complexed with compound
1064 (PDB code 1M52), the target also adopts a DFG-out-like
conformation in which, however, the DFG backbone is positioned in an active-like fashion as the A-loop adopts an open
conformation that mimics the activated form. Interestingly,
compound 10 is more potent than imatinib (1) against c-Abl
although it binds in c-Abl with a lower contact surface area
(913 Å2 for compound 10; 1251 Å2 for imatinib) and with fewer
H-bonds. Compound 10 inhibits c-Abl potently in both active
and inactive states, whereas imatinib (1) only binds in the highly
specific DFG-out conformation. A fraction of the binding free
energy of imatinib (1) to c-Abl may be used to stabilize the
A-loop conformation.
Binding Modes of Protein Kinase Inhibitors
The binding pockets in the catalytic cleft play different roles
to gain binding affinity in protein kinase inhibitor design. A
most reliable way to increase ligand-binding affinity is to exploit
hydrophobic interactions. The burial of a methyl group in a
hydrophobic pocket, for example, can contribute to the binding
affinity by up to a factor of 10 at the physiological temperature.62
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Figure 14. Two-dimensional (2D) representation of binding modes
in the front cleft. (a) Schematic classification of modes of inhibitors
binding in different combinations of the pockets in the front cleft.
Binding modes of (b) purvalano A (11) in CDK2, (c)12 in CDK2, and
(d) 13 in Aurora A. In this and the following figures, a dashed line
represents a hydrogen or halogen bond and the detailed descriptions
of the kinase-inhibitor interactions are given in the text.

Hydrogen-bonding interaction in the hydrophobic environment,
whose dielectric constant is relatively small, can significantly
improve the inhibition potency of a compound. In addition,
halogen bonding can increase the binding affinity estimated to
be about half to slightly more than that of an average hydrogen
bond.63 By way of contrast, it is relatively difficult to utilize
ionic or polar interactions to enhance inhibitor binding significantly in the hydrophilic environment because of the desolvation
penalty.64 The adenine pocket or the DFG-out pocket in the
deep cleft therefore provides an important major scaffold for a
core template to bind. An often used structure-based strategy
is to hit a main binding pocket in the cleft with a core fragment
and to decorate this core fragment with various chemical groups
extended into different binding pockets. The binding modes of
protein kinase inhibitors can thus be classified according to
different combinations of the binding pockets recognized by
inhibitors.
Modes of Inhibitor Binding in the Front Cleft. The front
catalytic cleft of all kinase enzymes can be accessible for ligand
binding. The vast majority of potent small-molecule inhibitors
that target the front cleft use a core template to recognize the
key pharmacophoric features of the adenine pocket.68-71 The
core fragment is then extended optimally into different pockets
with substituted groups, as schematically classified in Figure
14a.
Significant efforts have been made in the development of
small-molecule inhibitors targeting cyclin-dependent kinases.
Numerous potent compounds whose binding modes cover most
cases in Figure 14a have been reported in the literature.71-74 In
the following discussion, purine-based and aminothiazole-based
compounds are exemplified for CDK2 inhibitors. Optimization
of the purine-based compounds at the 2, 6, and 9 positions of
the adenine ring to target the front cleft has been extensively
studied.75-79 The purine core can adopt multiple modes to
interact with the adenine pocket. This core fragment in purvalanol A (11)80,81 and other purines76,78,82-84 adopts a similar
orientation but different from that of ATP. The binding mode
of 11 is shown in Figure 14b. Two canonical hydrogen bonds
are formed between the purine nitrogen N7, N6 atoms and the
backbone amide nitrogen, oxygen of Leu83, respectively. Purine
C8 donates a weak H-bond to the carbonyl oxygen of Glu81.
The 3-chloroaniline substituent extends into the E0 region with
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its phenyl group to make contact with the Phe82 aromatic side
chain and the Ile10 aliphatic side chain and with its chlorine
substituent in halogen bonding to Asp86. This halogen interaction leads to a ∼20-fold increase in the binding affinity.81 The
substituent at the C2 position of purvalanols occupies the ribose
pocket. Its R-isopropyl group tightly interacts with the G-loop,
while the hydroxyl group forms a hydrogen bond with the
backbone carbonyl oxygen of Gln131 in the catalytic loop.80,81
Extensive efforts on a series of aminothiazole-based compounds
have resulted in a potent CDK2 inhibitor, compound 12, with
the optimal pharmacokinetic properties. The X-ray structure of
CDK2/cyclin E with 12 reveals the binding mode of the
inhibitor.85 As shown in Figure 14c, the main fragment
aminothiazole binds in the adenine pocket with two hydrogen
bonds linked to the hinge residue Leu83. The compound adopts
a conformation with the tert-butyloxazole ring folded back to
the ribose pocket. The piperidinyl ring extends toward the E1
region. Interestingly, another aminothiazole derivative dasatinib
(6) with an extended conformation similar to unbound 12 binds
to the Src kinase back cleft in a different mode14 (see Figure
18d).
Combinatorial optimization of 3-amino-1,4,5,6-tetrahydropyrrolo[3,4-c]pyrazoles has led to a potent Aurora A inhibitor,
compound 13.86 The mode of inhibitor binding in Aurora A is
illustrated in Figure 14d. The crystal structure of Aurora A in
complex with 13 (PDB code 2BMC)86 shows that the core
template forms three canonical H-bonds with the two hinge
residues Glu211 and Ala213 (Glu81 and Leu83 in CDK2),
respectively. The benzamido substituent at the C3 position of
the main fragment is directed into the E0 region with the
4-methylpiperazin-1-yl end improving potency and aqueous
solubility of the compound.86 The N5 substituent extends into
the K region, forming a hydrogen bond between its amide
oxygen and the Lys162 side chain nitrogen (Lys33 in CDK2).
The 2,6-disubstituted phenyl ring at the N5 substituent is
positioned approximately perpendicular to the pyrrolopyrazole
ring so that one ethyl substituent interacts with the G-loop. The
bicyclic tetrahydropyrrolo[3,4-c]pyrazoles have also been developed to target CDK2 in a similar binding mode.87
A series of indolinone derivatives have emerged as multitargeted tyrosine kinase inhibitors.88-92 The indolinones88,89
including compound 14 have been crystallized within the
catalytic domain of fibroblast growth factor receptor (FGFR)
tyrosine kinase. In the crystal structure of FGFR1 in complex
with 14,89 the oxindole core binds into the adenine pocket with
two hydrogen bonds between the oxindole N1 atom and the
Glu562 carbonyl oxygen and between the oxindole O2 atom
and the Ala564 amide nitrogen (Figure 15a). The pyrrole ring
is covered by Leu484 in β1 and Tyr563 in the hinge, whereas
the propionic acid substituent at the C3′ position occupies the
ribose pocket and interacts with Asn568 with a hydrogen bond
in the E1 region. In addition, O2 of the oxindole core forms an
intramolecular H-bond with N1′ on the pyrrole ring, helping to
stabilize the planar conformation of the compound. While 14
has not shown promising results in clinical trials,93 the indolinone derivative sunitinib (5) (see Figure 15b) is reasonably well
tolerated94 and was recently approved for the treatment of
gastrointestinal stromal tumor (GIST) and advanced kindey
cancer.
Fasudil (15), a vasodilator used for the treatment of cerebral
vasospasm, is an isoquinoline-based inhibitor of ROCK.95-98
The crystal structure of ROCK-I complexed with fasudil (PDB
code 2ESM)21 shows that the isoquinoline core binds in the
adenine pocket with two H-bonds anchored to the hinge (Figure
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Figure 15. Binding modes of (a) 14, (b) sunitinib (5) in FGFR1, (c)
fasudil (15), and (d) hydroxyfasudil (16) in ROCK in the 2D
representation.

Figure 16. Binding modes of (a) erlotinib (3) in the active EGFR and
(b) lapatinib (7) in the inactive EGFR in the 2D representation.

15c); the isoquinoline nitrogen accepts a H-bond from the
Met156 backbone amide nitrogen, and C1 donates a weak
H-bond to the Glu154 main chain carbonyl oxygen. The
homopiperazine occupies the ribose binding pocket, displayed
in Figure 15c. Hydroxyfasudil (16), an active metabolite of
fasudil, is a more potent and selective inhibitor of ROCK than
the parent compound.95 In the ROCK-hydroxyfasudil complex
(PDB code 2ETK),21 the isoquinolinone core occupies the
adenine pocket in an orientation reverse to that of fasudil so
that the carbonyl oxygen of the isoquinolinone accepts a H-bond
from the Met156 amide nitrogen while the protonated nitrogen
donates a H-bond to Glu154 (Figure 15d). The homopiperazine
ring of hydroxyfasudil (16) extends into the phosphate pocket
with its secondary amine hydrogen bonding to the Asp216 side
chain oxygen.
Modes of Inhibitor Binding in the Front and Back Clefts.
In the 4-anilinoquinazoline class of compounds, gefitinib (2),10
erlotinib (3),11 and lapatinib (7)99 are potent and selective
inhibitors of EGFR. The crystal structures for EGFR in complex
with erlotinib (3) (PDB code 1M17)33 and lapatinib (7) (PDB
code 1XKK)34 reveal the binding modes of the compounds. As
discussed earlier, erlotinib (3) binds in the active form of EGFR
whereas lapatinib (7) targets the inactive enzyme. In both
complexes seen in Figure 16, N1 of the quinazoline core accepts
a H-bond from the amide nitrogen of Met769 (numbering used
in 1M17) in the hinge. The quinazoline C2 atom donates one
weak H-bond to the carbonyl oxygen of the hinge residue
Glu767 (Glu81 in CDK2). In EGFR complexed with erlotinib
(3), the acetylene moiety at the C3 position of the phenyl ring
is directed into the BP-I pocket, significantly improving the
compound selectivity. As shown in Figure 16a, the C6 and C7
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Figure 17. Mode of compound 17 binding in the active conformation
(DFG-in) of c-Abl.

Figure 19. Binding modes of (a) imatinib (1) in c-Abl, (b) sorafenib
(4) in B-Raf, (c) doramapimod (8) in p38 MAP, and (d) 20 in VEGFR2,
all of which are in the DFG-out conformation.

Figure 18. Modes of the dual Src and c-Abl inhibitors (a) 18 binding
in Src, (b) 19 in Src, (c) 10 in c-Abl with a DFG-out-like conformation
and (d) dasatinib (6) in the active c-Abl.

substituents extend into the entrance regions. In the EGFRlapatinib (7) complex, the 3′-chloroaniline group oriented into
the BP-I pocket forms a halogen bond with the carbonyl oxygen
of Leu764 in β5 (1M17 numbering). The 3-fluorobenzyl group
extends in the DFG pocket with halogen bonding to the carbonyl
oxygen of Arg752. The C6 substituent is directed into the E1
region.34
Compound 17 is an Aurora kinase inhibitor100 and also
inhibits potently the active form of c-Abl.101 The X-ray structure
of the Abl H396P mutant complexed with 17 discloses a
Y-shaped binding mode.102 In this mode, a pyrimidine fragment
is located at the fork, the aminomethylpyrazole group at one
arm is anchored to the hinge with three ATP-type hydrogen
bonds, and the methylpiperazine base extends into the E0 region,
as shown in Figure 17. The second phenyl-substituent arm
directs its cyclopropyl terminus into the DGF pocket through
the ribose pocket, the K region, and the internal gate. In this
arm, the amide nitrogen donates a H-bond to the side chain
oxygen of the DFG aspartate; the phenyl ring is engaged in an
aromatic-aromatic interaction with Tyr253 in the G-loop.
Small-molecule compounds with dual inhibitory activity
against c-Abl and Src are especially attractive in the development of second-line inhibitors to thwart imatinib-resistant
mutations.103 Compounds 18, 19, 2, and dasatinib (6) all are
dual inhibitors of Src and c-Abl, whose binding modes are
elaborated upon in the following discussion. 18 is a 2,6,9trisubstituted purine-based compound,104 the X-ray complex of
which with an active Src shows the mode of inhibitor binding
illustrated in Figure 18a.104,105 The Met341 (Src numbering106)
backbone nitrogen and oxygen form two canonical H-bonds with
N7 and N6 (see numbering in Figure 14b) of 18, respectively,
similar to that of purvalanol A (11) binding in CDK2 as
discussed earlier (Figure 14b). However, the major difference
occurs at the purine N9 position; namely, the N9 substituent, a
relatively large 3-hydroxyphenethyl group, penetrates into the

DFG pocket in the back cleft with the hydroxyl group hydrogenbonding to Glu310 and Asp404. This substituent is a key
structural component, significantly increasing the inhibitor
binding affinity.105 The cyclopentyl group at the purine C2
position occupies the ribose pocket, and the C6 anilino substituent extends toward the E0 region. The substituted 5,7diphenylpyrrolo[2,3-d]pyrimidines including compound 19 are
potent inhibitors of Src and Abl.107 The X-ray structure of the
Src kinase domain in complex with 19 (PDB code 1YOL)
demonstrates the binding mode of the inhibitor.108 Three
H-bonds are formed between the pyrrolopyrimidine core and
two hinge residues, Glu341 and Met343, and the gatekeeper
residue Thr340, respectively. The methoxyphenyl substituent
penetrates into the back cleft with the methoxyl group occupying
the BP-I pocket and with the phenyl ring binding in the DFGin pocket. The N5 substituent extends into the E1 region. The
inhibitor binding mode is depicted in Figure 18b.
The pyrido[2,3-d]pyrimidine-based inhibitors have been
developed with specificity for tyrosine kinases.64,109 A member
of this class, compound 10, is a dual Src and c-Abl inhibitor.
The crystal structure of the c-Abl-10 complex (PDB code
1M52)37 shows that the aminopyridopyrimidine core forms two
canonical hydrogen bonds with the hinge Met318. One chloro
substituent of the dichlorophenyl group is positioned in BP-I,
while another chloro group with the phenyl ring occupies the
DFG pocket. The thiomethyl substituent at the opposite end of
the inhibitor extends into the E0 region (Figure 18c). Dasatinib
(6),14 a recently approved drug for adults with CML who
become resistant to imatinib (1), is an aminothiazole-based Abl
and Src inhibitor. In the c-Abl-drug complex,14 the inhibitor
binds to the back cleft in a mode similar to that of compound
10; the 2-chloro-6-methylbenzamide group inserts into the BP-I
and DFG pockets (Figure 18d). The aminothiazole core adopts
a hydrogen-bonding pattern similar to that seen in the CDK212 complex in Figure 14c.85 Two more hydrogen bonds are
formed between the compound amide nitrogen and the hydroxyl
oxygen of the gatekeeper residue Thr315 and between the
inhibitor amide oxygen and the Lys271 side chain. The
substituted pyrimidine ring occupies the E0 region, while the
hydroxyethylpiperazine group extends out of the binding cleft.
Imatinib (1),36,37 sorafenib (4),38 and doramapimod (8)39 bind
into c-Abl, B-Raf, and p38 MAP, respectively, in a similar mode
shown in Figure 19a-c. As mentioned earlier, the diarylamide
of imatinib (1) and the diarylurea of sorafenib (4) and doramapimod (8) interact with the DFG-out pocket. In the c-Ablimatinib (1) complex37 (Figure 19a), the 2-aminopyrimidine
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Figure 20. (a) Mode of 9 binding in Aurora A with the DFG-out-like
conformation, penetrating into the back cleft through passing under
the internal gate. (b) Modes of 21 and ATP binding in the MEK1
catalytic cleft. 21 binds in MEK1 through the E2 entrance at the RC
side.

fragment and the attached pyridine ring occupy the adenine
pocket; the pyridine nitrogen accepts a H-bond from the main
chain amide of the hinge residue Met318, and the 2-amino
nitrogen donates a H-bond to the side chain oxygen of the
gatekeeper Thr315. In Figure 19a, the methyl group at the central
phenyl ring inserts into hydrophobic pocket BP-I, whereas the
methylpiperazinyl ring penetrates into the partially hydrophobic
BP-IV pocket. In B-Raf complexed with sorafenib (4)38 (Figure
19b), the trifluoromethyl substituent is directed into BP-III, while
the chlorophenyl group is inserted into BP-IV. At the opposite
end of the inhibitor, the pyridylamide group occupies the adenine
pocket, interacting with three aromatic residues, Trp530, Phe582,
and Phe594, and forming two H-bonds between the pyridyl ring
nitrogen and the amide nitrogen of the drug and between the
Cys531 main chain amide and oxygen. The methyl end group
extends toward the E0 region. In p38 MAP complexed with
doramapimod (8)39 (Figure 19c), the ethoxymorpholine group
binds in the adenine pocket with a H-bond between the
morpholine oxygen and the backbone amide of the hinge residue
Met109, while the tert-butyl group at the pyrazole ring is
positioned in the BP-III pocket. As mentioned in the previous
section, the tert-butyl group on the pyrazole ring is positioned
in the BP-III pocket, whereas the tolyl substituent is directed
into the E2 region. Intriguingly, the significantly bulky pyrazole
end of doramapimod (8) suggests that it could be energetically
favorable for the compound to enter the back cleft through this
region.
A class of the 4-aminofuoro[2,3-d]pyrimidine derivatives have
been discovered as potent VEGFR2 inhibitors.56 The binding
mode of one potent compound 20 in this class has been
demonstrated in the X-ray structure of the VEGFR2 complex
(PDB code 1YWN).56 Remarkably, the inhibitor includes two
core templates, a fuoropyrimidine and a diarylurea moiety, that
occupy the adenine and DFG-out pockets of the target,
respectively. As illustrated in Figure 19d, the aminopyrimidine
group of the fuoropyrimidine core is anchored to the hinge with
two ATP-type H-bonds, whereas the 6-aryl substituent extends
into the phosphate binding pocket. The diarylurea core occupies
the DFG-out pocket with the attached trifluoromethyl group
binding in the BP-III pocket and with the 2-fluoro substituent
directed toward the E2 region.
Most of the inhibitors, which have been observed to bind in
both the front and back clefts in X-ray structures, penetrate into
the back cleft through the internal gate formed by a small
gatekeeper residue. However, the crystallographic study of
Aurora complexed with 9 reveals a novel mode by which the
inhibitor occupies the deep cleft displayed in Figure 20a.22,40
In this crystal complex, the enzyme adopts a DFG-out-like
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conformation, as mentioned in the previous section. While the
quinazoline fragment binds in the adenine pocket in a fashion
similar to that in the EGFR-erlotinib (3) complex seen in Figure
16a, the pyrimidine ring interacts with the DFG phenylalanine
aromatic ring and with the gatekeeper Leu210 at the opposite
side. Most importantly, the phenylamide substituent is inserted
into the DFG pocket through passing under the internal gate.
The crystal structures of truncated forms of both MEK1 (MAP
kinase kinase 1) and MEK2 complexed with MgATP and,
respectively, with inhibitors 21 and 22 have been determined.110
The MEK1-21 complex shows that the activation loop adopts
a two-turn R-helical inactive conformation (Gln221-Phe223 are
disordered). Ile141 in β5, Leu115 in RC, the DFG motif, and
Ser212-Met219 in the A-loop generate a new half-opened
binding pocket (BP-III′ in Figure 20b), occupied by the D ring
of the inhibitor. A hydrogen bond is formed between the 4-fluoro
substituent of the D phenyl ring and the backbone amide of
Ser212. The B phenyl ring penetrates into the DFG pocket. A
halogen bond is formed between the 4-iodine atom and the main
chain carbonyl oxygen of Val127. The hydroxamate side chain
of 21 extends into the E2 region formed by the G-loop tip
(Asn78-Gly79) and a part of the A-loop (Met219-Ala220).
The mode of ATP binding in MEK1 is also shown in Figure
20b for comparison. In the MEK2 complex with 21, the inhibitor
binds into the enzyme in the same mode.110
Specificity of Binding Pockets and Selectivity of Protein
Kinase Inhibitors
Inactivation of a disease-relevant protein kinase through
inhibitor binding in the catalytic cleft raises the issue of how to
achieve selectivity of an inhibitor against the intended target
over more than 500 other family members. Different selectivity
profiles are required for protein kinase inhibitors depending on
their intended clinical uses. While treatment of a nonmalignant
disease requires a higher degree of selectivity, multitargeted
kinase inhibitors may be beneficial to treat human malignancy
either in overcoming its heterogeneity7 or in the extension of
drug clinical use.111 For example, sorafenib (4), which has been
approved for the treatment of patients with advanced renal cell
carcinoma, inhibits the Raf kinases12 as well as other protein
kinases including VEGFR2 and PDGFR-β.112 It is the first
kinase drug that targets both RAF/MEK/ERK signaling pathway
to block the tumor cell proliferation and the VEGFR2/PDGFR-β
signaling cascade to inhibit the tumor angiogenesis. Inhibition
of angiogenesis is believed to play an important role in the
drug’s success because kidney tumors are especially vascularized. Imatinib (1) originally designed to inhibit c-Abl for the
treatment of chronic myelogenous leukemia (CML) has been
found to block the c-Kit activity as well. This finding has
extended the imatinib’s use for patients with GIST. Furthermore,
a drug-resistant mutant of a kinase target is generally more
efficient in regulation of its catalysis and less specific for
inhibitor binding than the unmutated form.32 Therefore, design
of somewhat more promiscuous second-line small-molecule
inhibitors to target the mutated kinase isoforms is necessary.
Whether the side effects of a drug candidate resulting from its
promiscuity can be accepted eventually depends on the clinical
tolerance. Sunitinib (5) approved for the treatment of patients
with GIST resistant to imatinib (1) is a multitargeted tyrosine
kinase inhibitor that blocks efficaciously tyrosine kinases
including c-Kit, VEGFR, Flt3, and PDGFR.90,94 Dasatinib (6),
a second-line drug to outwit imatinib-resistant CML, inhibits a
significant number of tyrosine kinases in the nanomolar range.101
The optimal selectivity profile of a promising inhibitor,
however, must exclude off-targeted kinases whose activities are
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critical for normal cell function. For example, GSK-3 is a
multifunctional serine/threonine kinase and serves as a key
regulator involved in many signaling pathways. Off-target
inhibition of this enzyme could lead to malignancy.113 Because
there are a large number of important protein kinases in human
cells, selectivity has proven to be a significant challenge in a
kinase drug discovery program. Nevertheless, despite overall
conservation in sequence and conformation, the binding pockets
in the catalytic cleft have distinct features that determine the
specificities for at least a subset of protein kinases. Molecular
recognition of these specificity determinants is of great help in
the design of an inhibitor selectivity profile. On the basis of
the available crystal structures of protein kinases, the specificities
of the binding pockets can be determined and classified, as
exemplified below.
Molecular Recognition of Specificities of the Front Cleft.
ROCK is a serine/threonine protein kinase that plays a potential
role in several neurological disorders including spinal-cord
injury, stroke, Alzheimer’s disease, neuropathic pain, and
multiple sclerosis.98 Design of ROCK inhibitors to acheive a
high degree of selectivity over functionally important protein
kinases is essential for therapeutic use. For example, the catalytic
clefts of ROCK and PKA as two members of the AGC
subfamily are very similar. To avoid inhibition of PKA by a
ROCK inhibitor could be crucial because PKA is involved in
many signal transduction pathways.21 Compound 23 is a
dimethylated derivative of 15 and is ∼50-fold selective for
ROCK over PKA. The X-ray structures of this inhibitor
complexed with ROCK-I (PDB code 2ETO)21 and PKA (PDB
code 1Q8U)114 show that four inhibitor-contact residues, Ile82
in β1, Met156 in the hinge, Asp160 in the E0 region, and Ala215
in β8 in ROCK, are different from their PKA courterparts Leu49,
Val123, Glu127, and Thr183. These residue variations, particularly the Ala215Thr exchange, are the major contributors to the
selectivity of 23. The crystal structure of the ROCK complex
also shows that the inhibitor tightly interacts with Phe368. As
discussed earlier (Figure 5), this residue is a specificity
determinant for most AGC kinases and contributes significantly
to the inhibitor selectivity against ROCK over protein kinases
in other subfamilies.
E0 in the front cleft, which contains a non-ATP contact region,
can be exploited to gain binding selectivity, as mentioned
previously (Figure 4). The recently developed compound 24 is
∼160-fold selective for CDK2 over GSK-3β.115 Such selectivity
is important in the design of CDK2 inhibitors because CDK2
and GSK-3β are therapeutical antagonists and often share
similarities in their small-molecule inhibition profiles.116 The
structural analysis demonstrates that the position of Asp86 in
CDK2 (Figure 4) is occupied by Thr138 in GSK-3β. This
replacement in the E0 region, which interferes with the interaction between the residue and the sulfonamide group of 24,
reduces the affinity of inhibitor binding to GSK-3β, significantly
improving the selectivity of the inhibitor against CDK2 over
GSK-3β.115 The chloro group of 11 interacts with Asp86 of
CDK2 with a halogen bond (see Figure 14b), resulting in a ∼20fold enhancement of the binding affinity, while removal of this
group has no effect on Src inhibitory potency owing to the
occupancy of a serine at this position in Src.105 There exists an
asparagine at the CDK2 Asp86 position in the E0 region of
FGFR1 and Flk-1 (Asn568 in FGFR and Asn921 in Flk-1). The
propionic acid side chain of 14 (Figure 15a) forms a hydrogen
bond with this asparagine, leading to the inhibitor selectivity
for FGFR1 as well as Flk-1.89 The N-terminuses of E0 in the
p38 R and β isoforms are occupied by a glycine residue. This
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small residue allows a peptide flip between Met109 and Gly110,
while the γ isoform and other MAP kinases have bulkier
residues in this position, blocking such a peptide flip. This subtle
conformational change accounts for the selectivity of the
quinazolinone and pyridolpyrimidine inhibitors against the p38
R and β isoforms over c-Jun N-terminal kinase and ERKs.117
The Aurora family comprises three serine/threonine protein
kinases, Aurora A, B, and C, which are key mitotic regulators
that have emerged as attractive targets for anticancer therapy.69,118
Thr217 in the E0 region of Aurora A differs from its counterpart,
Glu177 of the Aurora B isoform. It is believed that a 30-fold
selectivity of 17 against Aurora A over Aurora B could be
attributed to this variation.69 Most likely, the bulkier side chain
of Glu177 is energetically unfavorable for 17 binding to Aurora
B compared to Aurora A.
Molecular Recognition of Specificities of the Back Cleft
by Inhibitor Binding through Passing the Internal Gate.
About 75% of all human protein kinases have a bulky gatekeeper
residue such as phenylalanine, leucine, or methionine preventing
compound intrusion into the back cleft through the internal gate.
As discussed in the previous section, erlotinib (3) and lapatinib
(7) exploit the threonine gatekeeper to penetrate the EGFR back
cleft through passing this gate. While lapatinib (7) is a potent
dual inhibitor of the inactive EGFR and its isoform ErbB-2,
erlotinib (3) inhibits the active EGFR but not ErbB-2 although
the kinase domains of EGFR and ErbB-2 are highly homologous
(88% identical in sequence).33,34 Erlotinib (3) is devoid of
ErbB-2 inhibitory activity most likely because of the inability
of ErbB-2 to adopt an active conformation as observed in the
apo and EGFR-erlotinib (3) structures.34 While erlotinib (3)
binds in the active EGFR tightly, the drug would be packed
loosely in the inactive form of the enzyme because the back
cleft of the inactive conformation is enlarged owing to the
outward rotation of RC (Figure 8).
The DFG-out conformation is an important specificity
determinant for a subset of protein kinases. Imatinib (1) targets
the multiple inactive tyrosine kinases including c-Abl, c-Kit,
and PDGFR with a similar DFG-out conformation. Sorafenib
(4) recognizes the DFG-out conformation of protein kinases
including B-Raf (Figure 10), VEGFR2, and PDGFR-β. The
DFG-out conformation in p38 MAP kinase is highly specific
for doramapimod (8) binding, as discussed previously (Figure
19c). Inactive IRK also adopts a DFG-out conformation but with
a bulky methionine gatekeeper. Src tyrosine kinases have a
threonine gatekeeper, and the pocket residues are markedly
reminiscent of those contacted by imatinib (1) in c-Abl. An
inactive Src kinase, however, adopts a DFG-in conformation
that blocks drug binding.
Molecular Recognition of a Unique Route To Bind in the
Back Cleft. MEK1 and MEK2 are dual-specificity tyrosine/
threonine protein kinases, playing a pivotal role in the activation
of ERK in the Raf/MEK/ERK signaling pathway. Both enzymes
have a bulky methionine hindering the entry of an inhibitor
through the internal gate. However, inhibitors 21 and 22 bind
in the back clefts of MEK1 (Figure 20b) and MEK2 through
the entrance E2 as discussed previously. This mode of inhibitor
binding is highly specific. Their analogues, compounds 25
(PD184352, CI-1040) and 26 (Figure 21), most possibly bind
in the same fashion to achieve a high degree of selectivity.70
Currently, 25 and 26 are in clinical development.
The Aurora kinases have a bulky leucine gatekeeper that
blocks compound binding into the back cleft through the internal
gate, as discussed previously. Nevertheless, the quinazolinebased inhibitors including 969,118 recognize the DFG-out-like
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Figure 21. Structural formulas of compounds 25 and 26.

conformation to penetrate into the back cleft. In this highly
specific conformation, the N-lobe is raised upward so that the
compound is able to pass the border under the gate to occupy
the back cleft (Figure 13).
Concluding Remarks and Perspectives
Successful development of a kinase drug depends significantly
on the choice of a suitable target. The qualification of a protein
kinase as a therapeutic target is not straightforward.5,119 A useful
consideration in antitumor kinase drug discovery is that a target
plays a critical role in the neoplastic pathogenesis mostly through
activating oncogenic mutations.120,121 This has been demonstrated in the examples including Raf,38 whose oncogenic
mutations are critical promoters for human malignancies. EGFR
overexpression is often observed in non-small-cell lung cancer
(NSCLC).122 With the encouraging results from the early clinical
trials, the large-scale, randomized, double-blind phase II trials
on gefitinib (2) have shown that 10% of patients with NSCLC
treated with the inhibitor have responded. Responses have been
shown more frequently in female and in nonsmokers. The FDA
approval of the drug was based on the response rate of patients
with locally advanced or metastatic NSCLC after failure of both
platinum-based and docetaxel chemotherapies and based on the
favorable safety profile.123 Point mutations in the EGFR kinase
domain in the subgroup of patients with NSCLC reponding to
the gefitinib (2) treatment have been detected, providing
evidence for the target validation and a possible way to select
patients.122 A survey of clinical trials with 101 kinase inhibitors
has shown that a total of 36 targets have been identified to be
associated with 48 distinct clinical indications.124 Although the
best validation of a target is clinical efficacy and safety data,
target validation at the earliest possible stage in a drug discovery
program is necessary to minimize costly failures. Detailed
knowledge of a kinase target can in turn help identify and
optimize drug leads efficiently.
Optimization of the physicochemical properties of lead
compounds to achieve an adequate pharmacokinetic (PK) and
pharmacodynamic (PD) profile is essential for the success of a
drug candidate in clinical development. Poor PK properties and
toxicity are the major reasons for attrition in drug development
processes. Small-molecule protein kinase inhibitors that bind
into the catalytic domain must enter the diseased cells through
different routes of administration to inhibit their targets. Oral
bioavailability and other important PK properties of a kinase
inhibitor are related to its physicochemical features including
molecular size, hydrophobicity, hydrophilicity, hydrogenbonding,125-127 and others associated with active transport.128
Because of the complexity of the action of an organism on the
metabolic outcome of a drug molecule, a quantative prediction
of PK properties against the compound structure presents a
challenge.129,130 Particularly small-molecule protein kinase
compounds have relatively high molecular weight and calculated
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log P values compared to the average of other types of
compounds in clinical development.124
Crystal structures of protein kinases provide a rational basis
for design of potent and selective kinase inhibitors. Crystallographic studies, however, are limited at the qualitative level
of description. Computational methods including virtual docking131 can be helpful in inhibitor design. Although significant
challenges remain, particularly associated with current scoring
and ranking of docked compounds,132,133 the molecular docking
and other computer-aided approaches have become routine tools
in targeted drug discovery.
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